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The world is getting smarter – more 
instrumented, interconnected, intelligent.



New Forms of Collaboration

Globalization and Globally 

Available Resources

Access to streams of 

information in the Real Time

Billions of mobile devices 

accessing the Web

New possibilities.

New complexities.

New risks.

Digitization  approaches smart assets…



The Fourth Industrial Revolution 





Enterprise Virtualization

• Value of Pursuing Digital Excellence

• Digital Transformation

• Digital Twin

• Digital Thread

• Digital Workplace

• Digital Workforce



The Value of Pursuing Digital Excellence

Courtesy of Microsoft 2017



Excellence in Digital Manufacturing, Today

Courtesy of Microsoft 2017



A New Class of Digital Twin

Courtesy of Microsoft 2017



Digital Twin: A virtual instance of a customer’s 
smart connected physical product

Courtesy of Microsoft 2017



Digital Twin Solution Architecture

Courtesy of Microsoft 2017



Digital Twin System Architecture

Courtesy of Microsoft 2017



Digital Twin is a Strategic Journey

Courtesy of Microsoft 2017



Digital Transformation: An Imperative

Courtesy of Microsoft 2017



The Fourth Industrial Revolution: 
Digital Manufacturing and Design 



The Fourth Industrial Revolution 



The Fourth Industrial Revolution 



Traditional Product Lifecycle 



Product Life Cycle 



Product or System Life Cycle



Product or System Life Cycle



Product or System Life Cycle



Product or System Life Cycle



Product or System Life Cycle



Digital Thread: Heart of Digital Manufacturing

• The digital thread is a single, seamless flow of information 
that connects a series of data-driven events and stretches 
across the 5 phases of the product life cycle (PLC) below:

– 1) CONCEPT - Requirements Development (Customer 
Requirements),

– 2) DEFINITION - Design and Analysis (Product Technical 
Data Package [TDP]),

– 3) MATERIALS & MANUFACTURING - Manufacturing and 
Assembly (Process/Production Planning),

– 4) USE & SERVICE - Repair/Maintenance

– 5) END OF LIFE – Recycle and Disposal



















Understanding of Risk
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Introduction to Digital Twin Technology
What is a digital twin?
A digital twin or digital replica is a virtual model of a physical asset such as a product, process, system or a facility.
Said digital replica takes and uses data from an actual physical asset to better understand and augment its
performance. For example, engineers can identify the safety risks of an aircraft engine by assessing different
temperatures and stresses on parts, surgeons can navigate a digital visualization of an organ before operating on it, a
digital twin of a rocket that displays its maximum wind resistance can ensure a launch in bad conditions, and so on.
Powered by a combination of artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning, and data analytics, digital twins can mirror
a physical twin and reveal issues before they occur. To do so, they rely on a range of sensors embedded in the
physical world to transfer real-time data about the operative process and environment. The data collected from the
connected sensors is then analysed on the cloud and is accessible via a dashboard.

Internet of Things an integral part of digital twin technology
From the very definition, it’s clear that digital twins ought to depend on IoT technologies. Driven by sensors, artificial 
intelligence, machine learning, data and analytics, IoT acts as the foundation for digital twins, as it leverages specific 
data about physical assets to help companies make better decisions.
Digital twin is, therefore, expected to increase IoT deployments given its ability to add value for end-customers. 
Experts predict that, within the next five years, digital twins will be adopted by 85% of all IoT platforms.

Insight

The term “Digital Twin” was defined for the first time by Dr. Michael Grives at the University of Michigan 2002/03 in Virtually
Perfect Driving Innovative and Lean Products through Product Lifecycle Management.



Introduction to Digital Twin Technology
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How it works & Why it matters
Digital Twin, the virtual counterparts of a physical asset is created as the digitalized duplicate of a machine/
equipment or aa physical site. These digital assets can be created even before an asset is built physically. To
create a digital twin of any physical asset, engineers collect and synthesize data from various sources
including physical data, manufacturing data, operational data and insights from analytics software. All this
information along with AI algorithms is integrated into a physics-based virtual model and by applying
Analytics into these models we get relevant insights regarding the physical asset. The consistent flow of
data helps in getting the best possible analysis and insights regarding the asset which helps in optimizing
the outcome.

Digital twins are powerful masterminds to drive innovation and performance. Imagine it as your most 
talented product technicians with the most advanced monitoring, analytical, and predictive capabilities at 
their fingertips. By 2018, companies who invest in digital twin technology will see a 30 percent improvement 
in cycle times of critical processes, predicts IDC.

Also, the digital twin technology helps companies improve the customer experience by better understanding 
customer needs, develop enhancements to existing products, operations, and services, and can even help 
drive the innovation of new business.

http://www.idc.com/idcfuturescapes2016


Major Applications-Digital Twin Technology

AutomobileManufacturing Aero Space Health Care Wind Farm

Other Applications

Retail, Infrastructure, Oil & Gas Industry and Gas Turbines



Economic value of Digital Twin
The economic value of the digital twins technology will vary widely, depending on the monetization models
that drive them. For complex, expensive industrial or business equipment, services or processes, improving
utilization by reducing asset downtime and lowering overall maintenance costs will be extremely valuable,
making internal software competencies critical to driving value with digital twins.

As such, the costs of developing and maintaining digital twins must be driven by both business and
economic models. Digital twins are not developed in a vacuum. Both the business concept and model must
be tested against an economic architecture – revenue, profits, return on investment (ROI), cost
optimization – and a way to measure progress as the products/services are rolling out.

To obtain the highest value from digital twins, the enterprise must address the digital ethics issues raised
by different parties interacting with the data from not just the enterprise, but also its partners and
customers. This will require the enterprise to think about the value of the data and its contributions to the
business and partners, and also to identify potential areas where its customers or its own data could drive
value but also could be at risk.



Future of Digital Twin

In the future, expect to see the expansion of the IoT, and with it, some version of digital twin technology.
According to predictions, by 2022, 85 percent of all IoT platforms will include some kind of digital twinning.

As more and more products in our homes and workplaces evolve into smart devices (i.e., they connect to
the Internet, providing remote access and control), we’ll also see an increase in the availability of digital
twin technology. These digital twins already allow you to remotely adjust the temperature in your smart
home, for example. Or to make calls using your business number on a “softphone” that’s available on all
your personal devices.

http://www.abnewswire.com/pressreleases/global-internet-of-things-iot-digital-twinning-market-outlook-and-forecast-2022-for-iot-enabled-physical-to-virtual-mapping-and-management_106063.html


Benefits of Digital Twin

Digital Twin

Improve 
quality & 

yield

Increase 
efficiency  of 

Engineers

Reduce cycle 
time & boost 
productivity

Diagnose & 
fix failures

Optimize 
robot 

operation 
Management

Reduce 
operational 

costs



Top Practising Entities (PEs)

General Electric (GE) is the leading patent applicant in Digital Twin Technology, followed by Siemens and Desktop Metal.

Insight
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Digital Twin Application Analysis

Insight
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Digital Twin Application Analysis demonstrates that maximum number of Digital Twin patent applications were filed in
Manufacturing Industry followed by Aerospace and Automobile Industries.



IoT -Internet of Things

• The Internet of Things (IoT) is the network of 
items embedded with electronics, software, 
sensors, actuators, and network connectivity 

• which enable these objects to connect and 
exchange data

IoT is what we need to connect



Cloud computing

• Cloud computing is an information technology 
paradigm that enables access to shared pools 
of configurable system resources

• In some presentations the term Internet of 
Services (IoS) rather than cloud computing

With cloud computing we do not need to think 
about platforms, how to connect etc



Digital twin

• The digital twin refers to a digital replica of physical 
assets, processes and systems that can be used in 
real-time for control and decision purposes
– Computerized mathematical model (what we have done 

over years)
– Real-time, thanks to IoT

• In contrast to a physical asset, the digital twin can 
immediately respond to what-if inquiries



Stochastic digital twin

• A stochastic digital twin is a computerized 
model of the stochastic behavior of a system 
where 

– the model is updated in real-time 

• based on sensor information and other information 

• accessed via the internet and the use of cloud 
computing resources

• What-if inquiries result in pdf’s rather than 
single values



Real-time model

• A real-time model is a model where it is 
possible to obtain values of system 
performance and system states in real-time

• With real-time we mean that data referring to 
a system is analysed and updated at the rate 
at which it is received















Digital twin 1.0



Digital twin 1.0

On board Wireless System
Machine Maintenance 

Analytics

Data Information Knowledge

Internet
eMaintenance 

Cloud Server







What about IT systems?



A fusion process which requires
taxonomies and ontologies





Rule-1 
FailureMode(?x) ^ hasHappened(?x, true) ^ Device(?y) ^ 
happenedAt(?x, ?y) ^ FailureMode(?z) ^ theEndFffectIs(?z, 
?x) ^ FailureMode(?a) ^ theHighEffectIs(?z, 
?a)?theDirectFailureCauseIs(?x, ?a) ^ hasHappened(?a, true)

1

1

2

2

Taxonomies and ontologies



TRANSFORMATIVE MAINTENANCE SOLUTIONS 
Integration & Application of Technologies

IT OT



Digital twin 2.0

IT

OT



Digital twin 2.0

Technical services

Truck scheduling 
On board Wireless System

Machine Maintenance 

Analytics

Data Information Knowledge

Internet
eMaintenance 

Cloud Server



The need for 

sensemaking

Maintenance Analytics
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Trend: Organizations are Getting Dumber

Sensemaking 
Algorithms
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Growing 
Dumber



The Way Forward
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What is context? 

“Any information that can be used to characterize the 

situation of entities that are considered relevant to the 

interaction between a user and an application”

“A pattern of behavior or relations among variables that are 

outside of the subjects of design manipulation and 

potentially affect user behavior and system performance”

Dey et al.

Sato



–“An application’s ability to adapt to 
changing circumstances and respond 
according to the context of use”

– Issues in context awareness system 
implementing
• How is context represented?

• How frequently does context information have 
to be consulted?

• What are the minimal services an environment 
needs to provide to make context awareness 
feasible?

• ...

What is context awareness?



Context-aware Maintenance Decision Support 
Solution

Digital twin 2.1

Data Fusion 
& 

Integration

Big Data 
Modelling & 

Analysis

Context 
sensing & 

adaptation

Information 
models

Knowledge 
models

Context 
models

Maintenance
Data



What can I see in my data?               

Now casting

1) What has happened 

2) What is happening

Forecasting
3) What will happen in 
the future
4) When will it happen



Faults 

Detect-able

Detection

Through sensors, Models etc

Isolate-able
Isolation

Information fusion from sensors, Models etc.

Track-able
Tracking/Trending

Processed PHM data

DETECTION, ISOLATION & PROGNOSIS

Prediction/Prognosis

Based on tracking/trending, & lifing 

models 

Predictable





Data science…
Narrow vision
and mistakes



Let us be careful
bigger = smarter?

– tolerate errors?

– discover the long tail and 
corner cases?

– more data, more error (e.g., 
semantic heterogeneity)

– still need humans to ask right 
questions, lack of analytics





And the Uncertainty in RUL minimized with 
physics, maximized with data



Black Swan Losses

• Loss Distribution

– Tail events are rare –
very little data

– Typically strong model 
assumptions



Data driven or model based?





Data driven methods

● Fit mathematical model to observations (trending)
● No guaranty that extrapolation will be meaningful

● Collect statistics of failures as a function of current 
state

● Requires volumes of data and is difficult to know when you 
have enough



Physical based methods

• Physics of Failure Model Driven

– Capture physical basis of failure in model that 
relates the forces that cause damage to their effect

• Requires a detailed understanding of the problem

• Many Implementations Are a Combination of 
Both



Therefore, data science is not for PHM



Hybrid models
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Asset Life Cycle

DESIGN

FABRICATE

CONSTRUCT

OPERATE

MAINTAIN

REPLACE

RETIRE

Specification

Requirements

Procure

Install

Modify

Rebuild

Monitor



PLM and digital twins

O&M
Processes

Product Lifecycle Processes

Design Build Operate Maintain

Create 

Processes
Plan

Processes
Simulate & Validate  

Processes

Execute

Processes

Digital Wind Solutions 

As – Built RecordsEngineering Design
Validate



Hybrid & Context Driven Services

Physics

of failure

based

Data 

driven

Hybrid models

Context Awareness

Context Driven 

Services



Digital twin 3.0

IT

ETOT







The process of twin 3.0 building





HVAC life extension
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Virtual railway assets



Hybrid 
Digital Twin
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Physical 
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Steps of hybrid and VC
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Steps of hybrid and VC
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FMEA subsystem 1
Complex asset Improved 

physical 
model 

Virtualised 
asset for O&M 

purposes
FUSION OF ACQUIRED 

DATA AND GENERATED 
DATA

HYBRID VIRTUAL 
COMMISIONING

CBM Services:
• Diagnosis
• Prognosis

Faults 

Detect-able

Detection

Through sensors, Models etc

Isolate-able
Isolation

Information fusion from sensors, Models etc.

Track-able

Tracking/Trending

Processed PHM data

Prediction/Prognosis

Based on tracking/trending, & lifing 

models 

Predictable
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Application of digital twin for 
refurbishment
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PHM4Robots

t

t’1

t’2

PROGNOSTICS HEALTH 
MANAGEMENT for ROBOTS

Objective: development of reference metrics

and data sets, assessment protocols and

tests equipment and SW to:

• assess the current health status of a

robot in a test bench at the end of its

mission

• know how health degradation will be

affected by other missions operational

profiles and contextual requirements

• estimate repairing costs, if any

• to decide about the re-use and life

extension of robots in best fitting mission
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PHM4Robots

Critical Failure 

Modes and 

available 

variables to 

acquire and 

process

CHARACTERIZED 

REUSABLE ROBOT FLEET database

TESTS BENCH
DATA ANALISYS AND 

KNOWLEDGE EXTRACTION

FMECA identifying 

monitored failure 

modes and parts 

taxonomy 

Health data 

fingerprint 

acquisition and 

generation

PROGNOSTICS HEALTH MANAGEMENT for ROBOTS

RAMS 

ANALYSIS

DIAGNOSIS PROGNOSIS

MISSIONS 

PROFILES
REPAIRMENT 

COSTS

Remaining useful life 

calculation for each 

of mission profile 

requirements

Current, accelerometer, 

vibration sensors

Pre-defined path 

movements  

The process of twin 3.0 building
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PHM4Robots

PROGNOSTICS HEALTH MANAGEMENT for ROBOTS
The process of twin 3.0 building
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PHM4Robots

• Pre-defined movement tracks for diagnosis assessment will be 

defined

• operational information will be acquired in the test bench

• Health features will be analyzed to get a diagnosis of the 

current health status

PROGNOSTICS HEALTH MANAGEMENT for ROBOTS
The process of twin 3.0 building

Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
as Diagnosis tool

Data 

Manipulation

Pre-processing

Feature

extraction

Signal

characterization

State detection

Compare 

features against

expected values

or operational

limts

Diagnostics / 

Health

assessment

Determine 

current health of

sistema or

subcomponents
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PHM4Robots

Failures found and new missions operation 

profiles will help to define specific movement 

tracks tests to assess the impact of the missions 

under consideration in the RUL

Prescriptive analytics will 

allow to determine the most 

appropriate next mission for 

the robot

PROGNOSTICS HEALTH MANAGEMENT for ROBOTS

€

The process of twin 3.0 building

Prognostics

Project future health of

the sistema, taking into

account estimates of

past and future

operation profiles

REMAINING 

USEFUL 

LIFES
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PHM4Robots

Advisory 

Generation system 

with information 

interchange with 

GESTAMP 

Reusable Robot 

Fleet database

Physical test bench Methods for 

diagnosis & 

prognosis

PHM4Robots

PROGNOSTICS HEALTH 
MANAGEMENT for ROBOTS

Pre-defined paths

DAQ system

DATA ANALISYS AND KNOWLEDGE 

EXTRACTION METHODS

RAMS 

ANALYSIS

PASTS MISSIONS 

DIAGNOSIS SERVICE

PROGNOSIS SERVICES
MISSIONS PROFILES 

CHARACTERIZATION

ADVISORY GENERATION

Expected Budget:
• Concept proof: 200k
• Pilot study: 50k

Expected duration: 6 months



Application of railway 
virtual commisioning

Virtual 
commissioning 

services

Virtual assets

O&M information 

Data loop

Service/Repair Shop

Design feedback 
loop











Concluding remarks

• Digital twins  and Hybrid models are needed for 
virtual commisioning to deliver O&M services 

• O&M based on Data driven solutions can lead 
to catastrophic failures

• Life extension is not possible with big data 
analytics

• Manufacturers must provide the integration of 
systems and data

• Digital twin 4.0 will consider evoltionary 
models and normality dynamics
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